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Abstract: For the first time we have generalized the world-famous theory by Nobel Prize winners
Modigliani and Miller for the case of variable profit, which significantly extends the application
of the theory in practice, specifically in business valuation, ratings, corporate finance, etc. We
demonstrate that all the theorems, statements and formulae of Modigliani and Miller are changed
significantly. We combine theoretical and numerical (by MS Excel) considerations. The following
results are obtained: (1) Discount rate for leverage company changes from the weighted average cost
of capital, WACC, to WACC–g (where g is growing rate), for a financially independent company
from k0 to k0–g. This means that WACC and k0 are no longer the discount rates as it takes place
in case of classical Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit. WACC grows with g, while real
discount rates WACC–g and k0–g decrease with g. This leads to an increase of company capitalization
with g. (2) The tilt angle of the equity cost ke(L) grows with g. This should change the dividend
policy of the company, because the economically justified value of dividends is equal to equity cost.
(3) A qualitatively new effect in corporate finance has been discovered: at rate g < g* the slope of the
curve ke(L) turns out to be negative, which could significantly alter the principles of the company’s
dividend policy.

Keywords: generalization of Modigliani and Miller theory; variable profit; company capitalization;
equity cost; the weighted average cost of capital; WACC

1. Introduction

The original theory by Nobel Prize Winners Modigliani and Miller [1–3] has been
modified by many authors and we shortly discuss some of these. A few important modifi-
cations have been done by the authors of this paper [4–6], who created the general theory
of capital cost and capital structure, the Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova (BFO) theory, which
generalized the Modigliani–Miller theory for the case of companies of arbitrary age (and
arbitrary lifetime), as well as for the case of advance payments of tax on profit [6], for
rating needs [5,6] as well as for variable debt cost. Note that a stochastic extension of the
Miller–Modigliani theory has been created by some authors [7,8].

In the current paper, for the first time we have generalized the world-famous theory
by Nobel Prize winners Modigliani and Miller for the case of variable profit, which signifi-
cantly extends the application of the theory in practice, specifically in business valuation,
ratings, investments and in other areas of the economy and of finance. We consider the case
of growing profit as well as decreasing profit and show that all theorems, all statements by
Modigliani and Miller (and all their main formulas) are changed significantly.
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Within the new Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory), we study the
dependence of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, the equity cost, ke, the discount
rate, i, and the capitalization of the company, V, on leverage level L. Some important results
have been obtained, which allows for the development of a new approach to financial
policy and financial strategy for the company. Some of these are as follows:

1. The discount rate for a leveraged company changes from the weighted average cost
of capital, WACC, to WACC–g (where g is growth rate), for an unleveraged company
from k0 to k0–g. This means that WACC and k0 are no longer the discount rates they
are in the case of classical Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit.

2. All curves WACC(L) for different values of g start from one point, k0. They decrease
with L at g < k0 and increase at g > k0. It turns out that WACC grows with g, while
real discount rates WACC–g and k0–g decrease with g. This leads to an increase of
company capitalization along with g: V = CF/WACC–g. Knowing the correct value
of the discount rate allows for management of companies’ financial flows.

3. The equity cost, ke, which grows linearly with the leverage level, increases with g:
the tilt angle ke(L) grows along with the growth rate g.

A qualitatively new effect in corporate finance has been discovered: at rate g < g*
the slope of the curve ke(L) turns out to be negative. Two these effects, which are absent
in classical Modigliani–Miller theory, could significantly alter the principles behind the
company’s dividend policy, because the economically justified value of dividends is equal
to equity cost.

The final effect is similar to the qualitatively new effect in corporate finance that
was discovered by Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova within the BFO theory: the abnormal de-
pendence of equity cost on leverage level at tax on profit rate T, which exceeds rate
value T*. This discovery also significantly alters the principles behind the company’s
dividend policy.

The current paper, contrary to papers on (stochastically) growing cash flows, can
be directly applied for calculation of all the main indicators for companies. The results
obtained will have applications in corporate finance, business valuation, ratings, etc.

The structure of the paper is as follows:

1. We give an introduction to the traditional approach of the Modigliani–Miller theory
and to its modifications.

2. We generalize the Modigliani–Miller theory to the case of variable profit and obtain
generalized Modigliani–Miller theorems, as well as new formulae for the weighted
average cost of capital, WACC, equity cost, ke, discount rate, i, and capitalization of
the company, V.

3. Within the new Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory), we numerically
study (with MS Excel) the dependence of the main financial indicators of the company
(WACC, ke, i, V) on leverage level L.

4. We discuss the results obtained and based on these, we arrive at some important
conclusions.

Below we discuss the problem of capital structure.
Capital structure is the relationship between the debt and the equity capital of the

company. Does capital structure impact the main financial indicators of the company,
such as the cost of capital, profit, value of the company, etc., and, if so, how? The choice
of an optimal capital structure, i.e., a capital structure that maximizes the company’s
capitalization, V, and minimizes the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, is one of the
most important problems to be solved by the financial manager and senior management of
a company. The first quantitative study of the impact of company capital structure on its
financial indicators was performed by Modigliani and Miller (1958) [1]. Before 1958, the
traditional approach, based on empirical data analysis, was used.
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1.1. The Traditional Approach

The traditional approach supposes that the weighted average cost of capital, WACC,
and the associated company capitalization value, V = CF/WACC, depend on the capital
structure (the level of leverage (L)). The reason for this is that the debt cost always turns
out to be lower than the equity cost because the first one has lower risk, due to the fact that,
in the event of bankruptcy, creditor claims are met prior to shareholders claims.

Thus, if the firm increases the share of lower–cost debt capital in the overall capital
structure, this will lead to a lower weighted average cost of capital and WACC up to the
limit, which does not cause violation of financial sustainability or result in increase of
bankruptcy risk.

Investor profitability is required and the cost of equity grows with the leverage level;
however, its growth has not lead to compensation of benefits from the increasing use
of lower–cost debt capital. Therefore, at a low leverage level WACC decreases with the
increase of leverage L = D/S and company capitalization increases. At a high leverage
level when the risk of bankruptcy becomes higher, WACC may increase with the increase of
leverage L and company capitalization decreases. Thus, the tradeoff between advantages
of debt financing at a low leverage level and its shortcomings at a high leverage level
forms an optimal capital structure, which maximizes the company capitalization, V, and
minimizes the weighted average cost of capital, WACC.

The traditional approach has existed up to 1958, when the first quantitative theory by
Modigliani and Miller has appeared [1].

1.2. Modigliani–Miller Theory without Taxes

In their first paper, [1] Modigliani and Miller (MM) under a lot of assumptions (there
are no taxes, no bankruptcy costs, no transaction costs, perfect financial markets exist with
symmetry information, equivalence in borrowing costs for both companies and investors,
etc.), came to the conclusions that choosing of the ratio between the debt and equity capital
does not affect company value as well as capital costs (Figure 1). These conclusions were
fundamentally different from the conclusions of the traditional approach.

Modigliani and Miller, under the above assumptions, have analyzed the impact
of financial leverage, assuming the absence of any taxes (on corporate profit as well as
individual one). They have formulated and proven two following theorems.

Without taxes, the total cost of any company is determined by the value of its EBIT
(Earnings Before Interest and Taxes), discounted with fixed rate k0, corresponding to
group of business risk of this company:

V = V0 =
EBIT

k0
(1)

This leads to the following expressions for WACC:

WACC = k0 (2)

Note, that k0 here and below is the weighted average cost of capital, WACC for an
unleveraged company. For a leveraged company, k0 is the equity cost (and weighted
average cost of capital, WACC) at zero leverage level (L = 0).

From the first Modigliani–Miller theorem [1], it is easy to derive an expression for the
equity capital cost:

WACC = k0 = kewe + kdwd. (3)

Finding from here ke, one gets

ke =
k0

we
− kd

wd
we

=
k0(S + D)

S
− kd

D
S

= k0 + (k0 − kd)
D
S

= k0 + (k0 − kd)L (4)

Here,
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D value of debt capital of the company;
S value of equity capital of the company;
kd, wd = D

D+S cost and fraction of debt capital of the company;
ke, we = S

D+S cost and fraction of equity capital of the company;
L = D/S
WACC

financial leverage;
weighted average cost of capital.

Thus, we come to second theorem of Modigliani–Miller theory regarding the equity
cost of a leveraged company (Modigliani and Miller 1958).

The equity cost of a leveraged company (ke) could be found as k0 (the cost of equity
of an unleveraged company with the same asset risk), plus premium for risk, which is
equal to the product of difference (k0 − kd) and leverage level L:

ke = k0 + L(k0 − kd) (5)

Formula (5) shows that equity cost of the company increases linearly with is
leverage level.

2. Some Modifications of Modigliani–Miller Theory
2.1. Modigliani–Miller Theory with Taxes

In 1963 Modigliani and Miller [2] accounted for the effect of corporate taxes and
obtained the following result for the capitalization value of a leveraged company, V:

V = V0 + DT, (6)

where V0 is the value of unleveraged company, D is the debt value and T is the corporate
taxes on profit rate.

The value of a leveraged company is equal to the value of the unleveraged com-
pany with the same asset risk, plus the value of tax shield arising from financial lever-
age, which is equal to the product of corporate income tax rate (T) and the debt
value (D).

The following section presents the formal derivation result for WACC and the equity
capital cost (ke) of the company with consideration of corporate taxes.

2.1.1. Weighted Average Cost of Capital, WACC

The below is a very important formula for weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
and is one of the main results of the Modigliani–Miller theory with taxes.

V = V0 + DT

V(1− wdT) = V0 (7)

CF
WACC

(1− wdT) =
CF
k0

(8)

WACC = k0 · (1− wdt) (9)

2.1.2. Equity Cost

Let us derive formula for equity cost.
On definition of the weighted average cost of capital with “tax shield”, we have:

WACC = k0we + kdwd(1− T). (10)

Equating Equations (9) and (10), one gets:

k0(1− wdT) = k0we + kdwd(1− T) (11)
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and from here, for equity cost, we develop the following expression:

ke = k0
(1−wdT)

we
− kd

wd
we

(1− T) = k0
1

we
− k0

wd
we

T − kd
D
S (1− T)

= k0
D+S

S − k0
D
S T − kd

D
S (1− T) = k0 + L(1− T)(k0 − kd).

(12)

Therefore, we see the following theorem obtained by Modigliani and Miller in 1963 [2]:
Equity cost of leveraged company (ke) could be found as equity cost of unlever-

aged company (k0) with the same business risk, plus premium for risk, the value of
which is equal to the triple product of difference between the cost of capital for an
unleveraged firm and cost of debt (k0 − kd), leverage level (L = D

S ) and tax corrector
(1 . . . T).

It should be noted that Formula (12) is different from Formula (5) without tax only by
the multiplier (1 – T), suggesting the tax benefit of debt will lower the cost of equity as well.

Analysis of Formulas (5), (9) and (12) leads to the following conclusions. When
leverage grows:

1. The value of company increases.
2. The weighted average cost of capital WACC decreases from k0 (at L = 0) up to

k0(1− T) (at L = ∞) (when the company is funded solely by borrowed funds).
3. Equity cost increases linearly from k0 (at L = 0) up to ∞ (at L = ∞).

Within their theory, Modigliani and Miller (1963) came to the following conclusions
regarding the growth of financial leverage (Figure 1).
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theory without taxes (t = 0) and with taxes (t 6= 0).

2.2. Taking into Account Market Risk: Hamada Model

In 1969 Hamada [9] united CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) and Modigliani–
Miller theory with taxes. For the equity cost of a leveraged company, the following formula
has been derived, which includes financial and business risk of company:

ke = kF + (kM − kF)bU + (kM − kF)bU
D
S
(1− T), (13)
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here bU is the CAPM βeta of the unleveraged company with the same asset risk as the
leveraged company under consideration. Formula (13) represents the cost of equity (ke)
for a leveraged firm as a sum of three components: risk-free rate (kF), risk premium for
business/asset risk (kM − kF)bU and risk premium for financial risk (kM − kF)bU

D
S (1− T).

If the company does not have borrowing (D = 0), the financial risk factor will be equal
to zero (the third term is drawn to zero), and equity holder will only require the premium
for business/asset risk.

2.3. The Account of Corporate and Individual Taxes (Miller Model)

In their second article, Modigliani and Miller (1963) [2] only considered corporate
taxes benefit of debt but did not take into account the effect of individual investors’
income taxes.

Merton Miller [10], in 1977, developed such a model, showing the influence of financial
leverage on the capitalization of the company when the effects of both corporate and
individual taxes are accounted for, i.e., there is double taxation on corporate earnings. We
will use the following definitions: TC—corporate taxes rate and TS—a weighted average
value of effective taxes rates on dividends and capital gains on shares. With the same
other assumptions that have been made for Modigliani–Miller models previously, the
unleveraged company value can be determined as follows:

VU =
EBIT(1− TC)(1− TS)

k0
.

A term (1− TS) accounts for the individual taxes. The numerator in (1) indicates
which part of the operating company’s profit remains in the possession of the investors,
after the company earnings are taxed twice: by corporate taxes and individual taxes. Since
individual taxes reduce investors’ residual income, it also reduces the overall assessment
of the unleveraged company value.

2.4. Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova (BFO) Theory

One of the most serious limitations of the Modigliani–Miller theory is the suggestion
about the perpetuity of the companies. In 2008, Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova [4] considered
this limitation and showed that accounting for the finite lifetime length (or arbitrary
age n) of the company leads to significant changes of all Modigliani–Miller results [1–3]:
capitalization of the company V is changed, as well as the equity cost, ke, and the weighted
average cost of capital, WACC, in the presence of corporative taxes. Moreover, a number of
new findings for corporate finance, in the Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova theory [4], are absent
in Modigliani–Miller theory.

The formula for weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for the company with
arbitrary age n, as derived by Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova, has the following form [4]:

1− (1 + WACC)−n

WACC
=

1− (1 + k0)
−n

k0

[
1− wdT

(
1− (1 + kd)

−n
)] (14)

Here, wd (= D
D+S ) is the debt share; k0 is the cost of capital for an unleveraged firm

with the same asset risk; kd the cost of debt; T denotes the corporate taxes rate; and n stands
for the firm’s lifetime length (age).

A perpetuity (Modigliani–Miller) limit could be easily obtained from (14), substituting
n→ ∞ .

A lot of meaningful effects have been discovered within the BFO theory: these effects
are absent within MM theory. BFO theory has challenged some main existing principles of
financial management: among them the trade-off theory, which has been prevailing for
many decades and established the foundation to claim the existence of an optimal capital
structure for firms. However, BFO theory has proven the bankruptcy of trade-off theory [4].
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2.5. The General WACC Formula

A more general formula for WACC, the famous Modigliani–Miller theory (MM) has
been derived and discussed by a few authors in 2006–2007 [11–14]. It takes the following
form (Equation (18) in [11]).

WACC = k0(1− wdt)− kdtwd + kTStwd (15)

where k0 is the required return on unleveraged company, kd is the required return on its
debt, kTS is the expected return on the tax shield and t is the corporate taxes rate.

This formula is derived from the definition of the weighted average cost of cap-
ital and the balance sheet identity (for a similar presentation, see [13]). At any point
in time, it should therefore be verified, regardless of whether returns are annually or
continuously compounded.

Practical applicability of Equation (15) (while it is fairly general) requires additional
conditions. Indeed, when the WACC is constant over time, the value of a leveraged
company can be computed by discounting with the WACC of the unlevered free cash–
flows. Therefore, it is interesting to consider the special cases when WACC is constant. The
resulting formulas can also be found in textbooks [15,16].

It was assumed by Modigliani and Miller in 1963 [2] that the debt value D is con-
stant. As the expected after-tax cash-flow of the unleveraged company is fixed, V0 is also
constant. By this assumption, kTS = kD and the value of the tax shield is TS = tD. There-
fore, the capitalization of the leveraged company V is a constant and the general WACC
Formula (15) simplifies to a constant WACC:

WACC = k0(1− wdT)

However, our opinion is that “classical” Modigliani–Miller (MM) theory, which sug-
gests that the expected returns on the debt kd and the tax shield kTS are equals (because
both of them have debt nature), is much more reasonable and in our paper we modify the
“classical” Modigliani–Miller (MM) theory, which is still widely used in practice.

2.6. Trade–Off Theory

The world-famous trade-off theory has been considered the cornerstone in the solu-
tion of the problem of optimal capital structure for a company for many decades and is
still used today for decision analysis on capital structure. Below we give two examples.

Frank, M., & Goyal, V., in their 2009 paper [17], “examines the relative importance
of many factors in the capital structure decisions of publicly traded American firms from
1950 to 2003. The most reliable factors for explaining market leverage are: median industry
leverage (+ effect on leverage), market-to-book assets ratio (−), tangibility (+), profits (−),
log of assets (+), and expected inflation (+)”. In addition, the authors have found that
“dividend-paying firms tend to have lower leverage. When considering book leverage,
somewhat similar effects are found. However, for book leverage, the impact of firm
size, the market-to-book ratio, and the effect of inflation are not reliable”. The empirical
evidence seems to be reasonably consistent with some versions of the trade-off theory of
capital structure.

Serrasqueiro, Z., & Caetano, A., in 2015 [18], analyzed “to what extent decisions
on the capital structure of small and medium–sized enterprises (SMEs) are closer to the
assumptions of trade–off theory or to the assumptions of hierarchy theory. They used
a sample of small and medium–sized enterprises located in the Portuguese hinterland,
using dynamic LSDVC as the valuation method, and the empirical evidence suggests that
the most profitable and oldest SMEs are less leveraged, confirming Pecking Order Theory
‘s forecasts. Larger SMEs are leveraging more borrowing, confirming the predictions
of trade–off theory and hierarchy theory. In addition, SMEs are significantly adjusting
their current debt levels towards the optimal debt ratio, which is consistent with the
predictions of the compromise theory. It was concluded that theories of compromise and
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hierarchy are not mutually exclusive in explaining capital structure decisions of small and
medium–sized enterprises”.

However, the bankruptcy of trade-off theory has been proven by Brusov et al. in
2013 [4]. They have shown that risky debt financing (and growing credit rate near the
bankruptcy) in contrast to waiting results does not lead to growing of weighted average
cost of capital, WACC, which still decreases with leverage. This means the absence of
minimum in the dependence of WACC on leverage level as well as the absence of maximum
in the dependence of company capitalization on leverage. Thus, the well-known trade-off
theory lacks an optimal capital structure. The explanation for this fact was made by Brusov
et al. in 2013 [4] by analyzing the dependence of the cost of equity capital on the leverage
level on the assumption that debt capital is risky.

Modigliani–Miller have considered tax shields from the interest on debt can increase
the value of companies. In 1980, De Angelo and Masulis [19] moved further in the the-
oretical examination of tax shields. They have noted that there are tax deductibles for
companies other than debt to reduce their corporate tax burden and debt and non-debt
tax shields should be accounted for. Depreciation, investment tax credits, or net-loss carry
forwards could represents examples of such kind of non-debt tax shields. The first to test
for these tax effects (suggested by DeAngelo and Masulis in 1980 [19]) has been carried
out by Bradley, Jarrell and Kim in 1984 [20]. In contrast to the prediction in De Angelo and
Masulis [19], by regressing company-specific debt-to-value ratios on non-debt tax shields,
they have shown that debt is positively related to non-debt tax shields as measured by
depreciation and investment tax credits. Titman and Wessels in 1988 [18] found that “their
results do not provide support for an effect on debt ratios arising from non-debt tax shields
. . . ”. It was pointed out in 2003 by Graham [21], if a company invests heavily and uses
debt financing to invest, a positive relation between such proxies for non-debt tax shield
and debt may result. A mechanical positive relation of this type overwhelms and renders
any substitution effects between debt and non-debt tax shields.

The original theory by Nobel Prize Winners Modigliani and Miller [1–3] has been
modified by many authors and above we shortly discussed some of them. In next para-
graph we will generalize for the first time the Modigliani–Miller theory for the case of
variable profit.

3. Generalization of the Modigliani–Miller Theory for the Case of Variable Profit
3.1. Modigliani–Miller Theory without Taxes
3.1.1. Company Value, V

In this part we generalize for the first time the world-famous theory by Nobel Prize
winners Modigliani and Miller for the case of variable profit. Let us calculate capitalization
for leverage company, assuming profit per period grows with growth rate g.

V =
CF

1 + WACC
+

CF(1 + g)

(1 + WACC)2 +
CF(1 + g)2

(1 + WACC)3 + (16)

Here, CF is the annual profit of company, WACC is the weighted average cost
of capital.

This is geometric progression with denominator

ĝ =
1 + g

1 + WACC
(17)

Summing (16), one gets

V =
CF

1 + WACC
· 1

1− 1+g
1+WACC

=
CF

WACC− g
(18)
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Let us calculate the capitalization for a financially independent company

V0 =
CF

1 + k0
+

CF(1 + g)

(1 + k0)
2 +

CF(1 + g)2

(1 + k0)
3 + (19)

This is geometric progression with denominator

ĝ =
1 + g
1 + k0

(20)

Summing (19), one gets

V0 =
CF

1 + k0
· 1

1− 1+g
1+k0

=
CF

k0 − g
(21)

The original first theorem by Modigliani–Miller changes by the following one:
Without taxes, the total cost of any company with growing profit with rate g is

determined by the value of its EBIT—Earnings Before Interest and Taxes—discounted
with fixed rate k0 − g, corresponding to group of business risk of this company:

V = V0 =
EBIT
k0 − g

(22)

Note, that this formula for company capitalization is similar to one of the Gordon
Growth Model (GGM), which assumes a company is perpetuity and pays dividends per
share that increase at a constant rate. To estimate the value of a stock, the model takes the
infinite series of dividends per share and discounts them back into the present using the
required rate of return.

P =
DPS1

ke − g
(23)

where p—value of stock;

DPS1—expected Dividends one year from now (next period);
ke—required rate of return for equity investors (equity cost);
g—growth rate in dividends forever.

Note that, despite some formal similarities, these are not the same model. In our
model, CF is the company’s annual income (not dividends), and we study all the financial
indicators of the company (WACC, V, ke, i, etc.), all of them (except V) are absent in
Gordon’s growth model.

3.1.2. The Weighted Average Cost of Capital, WACC

Below we calculate the WACC value.

V = V0

CF
WACC− g

=
CF

k0 − g

WACC = k0 (24)

It is seen, that the WACC value turns out to be the same as in case of classical
Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit.

3.1.3. Equity Cost, ke

It is easy to show that the expression for equity cost turns out to be the same as in case
of classical Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit

ke = k0 + (k0 − kd)L. (25)
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Therefore, as we show in the case of the Modigliani–Miller theory without taxes
accounting of variable profit changes the first of three Modigliani–Miller theorems only.
As we show below, in the case of the Modigliani–Miller theory with taxes (practically
interesting case) all three Modigliani–Miller theorems (concerning value of the company, V,
its WACC and its equity cost, ke) change significantly.

3.2. Modigliani–Miller Theory with Taxes
3.2.1. The Weighted Average Cost of Capital, WACC

The following result is obtained by Modigliani and Miller (1963):
The value of leveraged company is equal to the value of the company of the same

risk group used no leverage, increased by the value of tax shield arising from financial
leverage, and equal to the product of rate of corporate income tax T and the value of
debt D.

V = V0 + DT (26)

From here it is easy to get expression for WACC (see above).

V(1− wdT) = V0 (27)

CF
WACC

(1− wdT) =
CF
k0

(28)

WACC = k0 · (1− wdt) (29)

Under variable profit, as we have seen above in the case of Modigliani–Miller theory
without taxes, one has the same statement for capitalization, but discount rates are different:

WACC →WACC− g

k0 → k0 − g (30)

CF
WACC− g

(1− wdT) =
CF

k0 − g
(31)

WACC− g = (k0 − g) · (1− wdT) (32)

WACC = (k0 − g) · (1− wdT) + g (33)

This expression for WACC is different from the original result for WACC by Modigliani
and Miller (29):

WACC = k0 · (1− wdT)

In order to understand the character of dependence of WACC(L) let us calculate the
derivative of WACC with respect to L using Equation (33):

WACC = (k0 − g) · (1− wdT) + g = k0 − (k0 − g) · T · L
1 + L

(34)

WACC′L = − (k0 − g) · T
(1 + L)2 (35)

At g < k0 the derivative WACC′L is negative, thus WACC(L) decreases with L, while at
the g > k0 derivative WACC′L is positive and WACC(L) increases with L. We will see these
effects in part 4 under numerical calculations.

3.2.2. The Company Value, V

For the company value from the Formulas (30) and (32) we get the following formula

V =
CF

WACC− g
=

CF
(k0 − g) · (1− wdt)

(36)
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We should note that in case of growing rate g equals to equity cost (at L = 0) k0, the
company value V becomes infinite. This is the limitation of the perpetuity Modigliani–
Miller theory. As we will see in our future publications such kind of restriction is absent for
companies of finite ages when we consider the generalization of BFO theory for the case of
variable profit.

3.2.3. Equity Cost, ke

Let us calculate the equity cost ke. From (33) we have for the weighted average cost of
capital, WACC,

WACC = (k0 − g) · (1− wdT) + g (37)

As well according to the definition of the weighted average cost of capital, considering
the “tax shield” we have

WACC = kewe + kdwd(1− T) (38)

Equating (37) and (38), we obtain

(k0 − g) · (1− wdT) + g= kewe + kdwd(1− T) (39)

whence we get the following expression for the cost of equity:

ke = WACC(1 + L)− Lkd(1− T) =
k0 + L · [(k0 − kd) · (1− T) + gT]

(40)

This expression is different from Formula (12) in case of the classical Modigliani–Miller
theory with tax. Thus, we have the following modified statement for equity cost within
Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory.

Equity cost of leverage company ke could be found as equity cost of unleveraged
company k0 of the same group of risk, plus premium for risk, the value which is equal
to production of leverage level L on sum of production of difference (k0 − kd) on tax
corrector and gT:

ke = k0 + L[(k0 − kd)(1− T) + gT] (41)

The qualitatively new effect in corporate finance

From the Formula (41) it is seen that with decrease of g tilt angle of straight ke(L)
decreases and at some value of g = g*

ke = k0 (42)

Let us find g* value. Equating ke to k0 in Formula (41), one has

L[(k0 − kd)(1− T) + gT] = 0

and from here we find g*

g∗ = − (k0 − kd)(1− T)
T

(43)

It is clear that at with growth rate g < g* the slope of the straight ke(L) turns out to
be negative.

Thus, the qualitatively new effect in corporate finance has been discovered: at growth
rate g < g* the slope of the straight ke(L) turns out to be negative. This effect, which is
absent in the classical Modigliani–Miller theory, could significantly alter the principles of
the company’s dividend policy. Rating methodology takes into account the company’s
dividend policy, thus the results obtained could change the credit rating of an issuer.

We have shown in Section 3, that in case of the Modigliani–Miller theory with taxes,
generalized for the case of variable profit all three Modigliani–Miller statements (concerning
value of the company, V, the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, and its equity cost, ke)
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change significantly. The consequences of such changes will be investigated numerically in
next part.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section we study numerically (within Microsoft Excel) the dependence of the
weighted average cost of capital, WACC, discount rate, i, company value, V, and equity
cost, ke, on leverage level L in the Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory)
at two values of equity cost k0 (0.2 and 0.3) and different values of growth rate, g. The
obtained results are discussed.

4.1. Dependence of WACC on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory (GMM
Theory) at k0 = 0.2 and Different Values of g (0.4; 0.3; 0.2; 0.0; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4)

We study first the dependence of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on
leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.2 and
different values of g (0.4; 0.3; 0.2; 0.0; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4).

The results of Table 1 are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Dependence of WACC on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM
theory) at k0 = 0.2 and g = 0.4; 0.3; 0.2; 0.0; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4.

L T k0
WACC

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.2 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000 0.20000

1 0.2 0.2 0.22000 0.21000 0.20000 0.18000 0.16000 0.15000 0.14000

2 0.2 0.2 0.22667 0.21333 0.20000 0.17333 0.14667 0.13333 0.12000

3 0.2 0.2 0.23000 0.21500 0.20000 0.17000 0.14000 0.12500 0.11000

4 0.2 0.2 0.23200 0.21600 0.20000 0.16800 0.13600 0.12000 0.10400

5 0.2 0.2 0.23333 0.21667 0.20000 0.16667 0.13333 0.11667 0.10000

6 0.2 0.2 0.23429 0.21714 0.20000 0.16571 0.13143 0.11429 0.09714

7 0.2 0.2 0.23500 0.21750 0.20000 0.16500 0.13000 0.11250 0.09500

8 0.2 0.2 0.23556 0.21778 0.20000 0.16444 0.12889 0.11111 0.09333

9 0.2 0.2 0.23600 0.21800 0.20000 0.16400 0.12800 0.11000 0.09200

10 0.2 0.2 0.23636 0.21818 0.20000 0.16364 0.12727 0.10909 0.09091

From Figure 2 it is seen that all curves WACC(L) for different g start from one point k0,
in this case from point (0; 0.2). They decrease with leverage level L at g < 0.2 (at g = 0; ±0.2;
−0.3; −0.4) and increase at g > 0.2 (at g = 0.3; 0.4). The curves WACC(L) increase with
growth rate, g. Note, that cut–off value of g, which separate increasing curves WACC(L)
from decreasing ones is equal to k0 = 0.2, and WACC is constant at g = k0 and equal to k0.
Below we check this observation at different value of k0 (k0 = 0.3).

4.2. Dependence of the Weighted Average Cost of Capital WACC on Leverage Level L in
Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory (GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.3 and Different Values of g

Let us study the dependence of WACC on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–
Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.3 and different values of g.

The results of Table 2 are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 2. Dependence of WACC on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM
theory) at k0 = 0.3 and g = 0; ±0.2; −0.3; −0.4.

L T k0
WACC

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.3 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300

1 0.2 0.3 0.310 0.300 0.290 0.270 0.250 0.240 0.230

2 0.2 0.3 0.313 0.300 0.287 0.260 0.233 0.220 0.207

3 0.2 0.3 0.315 0.300 0.285 0.255 0.225 0.210 0.195

4 0.2 0.3 0.316 0.300 0.284 0.252 0.220 0.204 0.188

5 0.2 0.3 0.317 0.300 0.283 0.250 0.217 0.200 0.183

6 0.2 0.3 0.317 0.300 0.283 0.249 0.214 0.197 0.180

7 0.2 0.3 0.318 0.300 0.283 0.248 0.213 0.195 0.178

8 0.2 0.3 0.318 0.300 0.282 0.247 0.211 0.193 0.176

9 0.2 0.3 0.318 0.300 0.282 0.246 0.210 0.192 0.174

10 0.2 0.3 0.318 0.300 0.282 0.245 0.209 0.191 0.173
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From Figure 3 it is seen that all curves WACC(L) for different g start from one point,
k0, in this case from (0; 0.3). They decrease with L at g < 0.3 (at g = 0; ±0.2; ±0.3; −0.4) and
increase at g > 0.3 (at g = 0.4). Note, that thr cut-off value of g, which separate increasing
curves WACC(L) from decreasing ones as in above case is equal to k0 (k0 = 0.3), and WACC
is constant at g = k0 and equal to k0. Therefore, our observation that this conclusion is valid
at different value of k0 is right.

From Figures 2 and 3 it is seen that all curves WACC(L) for different g start from one
point, k0. They decrease with L at g < k0 and increase at g > k0. It turns out that WACC
grows with g, while, as we will see below, real discount rates WACC–g and k0–g decrease
with g. This leads to increase of company capitalization with g: V = CF/WACC–g.

4.3. Dependence of Discount Rate i on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory
(GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.2 and Different Values of g

Discount rate for the leverage company change from the weighted average cost of
capital, WACC, to WACC–g (where g is growth rate), for a financially independent company
from k0 to k0–g. This means that WACC and k0 are no longer the discount rates as it takes
place in case of the classical Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit. Below we study
the dependence of discount rate i on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller
theory (GMM theory) at two values of k0 (0.2; 0.3) and different values of g (−0.4; −0.3;
−0.2; 0.0; 0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4). Let us start from k0 = 0.2.

The results of Table 3 are shown in Figure 4.
From Figure 4 it is seen that discount rate i decreases with leverage level L at growth

values g < k0 (at g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; ±0.2; −0.3; −0.4). Discount rate i in contrast to WACC
decreases with g: this provides the increase of company value V with g.

At g > k0 discount rate i increases with L, but being negative it is not shown in Figure 4.
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Table 3. Dependence of discount rate i on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.2 and g = −0.4; −0.3; −0.2; 0.0; 0.1; 0.15; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4.

L t k0
i

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0.15 g = 0.1 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.2 −0.200 −0.100 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.200 0.400 0.500 0.600

1 0.2 0.2 −0.180 −0.090 0.000 0.045 0.090 0.180 0.360 0.450 0.540

2 0.2 0.2 −0.173 −0.087 0.000 0.043 0.087 0.173 0.347 0.433 0.520

3 0.2 0.2 −0.170 −0.085 0.000 0.043 0.085 0.170 0.340 0.425 0.510

4 0.2 0.2 −0.168 −0.084 0.000 0.042 0.084 0.168 0.336 0.420 0.504

5 0.2 0.2 −0.167 −0.083 0.000 0.042 0.083 0.167 0.333 0.417 0.500

6 0.2 0.2 −0.166 −0.083 0.000 0.041 0.083 0.166 0.331 0.414 0.497

7 0.2 0.2 −0.165 −0.083 0.000 0.041 0.083 0.165 0.330 0.413 0.495

8 0.2 0.2 −0.164 −0.082 0.000 0.041 0.082 0.164 0.329 0.411 0.493

9 0.2 0.2 −0.164 −0.082 0.000 0.041 0.082 0.164 0.328 0.410 0.492

10 0.2 0.2 −0.164 −0.082 0.000 0.041 0.082 0.164 0.327 0.409 0.491
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4.4. Dependence of Discount Rate i on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory
(GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.3 and Different Values of g

Let us study the dependence of discount rate i on leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.3 and different values of g.

The results of Table 4 are shown in Figure 5.

Table 4. Dependence of discount rate i on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.3 and g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; ±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4.

L T k0
i

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0.15 g = 0.1 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.3 −0.100 0.000 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.300 0.500 0.600 0.700

1 0.2 0.3 −0.090 0.000 0.090 0.135 0.180 0.270 0.450 0.540 0.630

2 0.2 0.3 −0.087 0.000 0.087 0.130 0.173 0.260 0.433 0.520 0.607

3 0.2 0.3 −0.085 0.000 0.085 0.128 0.170 0.255 0.425 0.510 0.595

4 0.2 0.3 −0.084 0.000 0.084 0.126 0.168 0.252 0.420 0.504 0.588

5 0.2 0.3 −0.083 0.000 0.083 0.125 0.167 0.250 0.417 0.500 0.583

6 0.2 0.3 −0.083 0.000 0.083 0.124 0.166 0.249 0.414 0.497 0.580

7 0.2 0.3 −0.083 0.000 0.083 0.124 0.165 0.248 0.413 0.495 0.578

8 0.2 0.3 −0.082 0.000 0.082 0.123 0.164 0.247 0.411 0.493 0.576

9 0.2 0.3 −0.082 0.000 0.082 0.123 0.164 0.246 0.410 0.492 0.574

10 0.2 0.3 −0.082 0.000 0.082 0.123 0.164 0.245 0.409 0.491 0.573
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From Figure 5 it is seen that discount rate i decreases with leverage level L at growth
values at g < k0 (at g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; ±0.2; −0.3; −0.4). Discount rate i in opposite to WACC
decreases with g: this provides the increase of company value V with g.

At g > k0 discount rate i increases with L, but being negative it is not shown in Figure 5.
From Figures 4 and 5 it is seen that for k0 = 0.2 and 0.3 discount rate i decreases with

g: this provides the increase of company value V with g. Discount rate i decreases with L
at g < k0 (at g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; ±0.2; −0.3; −0.4). At g > k0 discount rate i increases with L, but
being negative it is not shown in Figures 4 and 5.

4.5. Dependence of Company Value V on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller
Theory (GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.2 and Different Values of g

Let us study the dependence of company value V on leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.2 and different values of g.

The results of Table 5 are shown in Figure 6.
From Figure 6. it is seen, that at k0 = 0.2 and g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4 the

company value V at fixed growth rate g increases with leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory). The company value V also increases with growth
rate g.

4.6. Dependence of Company Value V on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller
Theory (GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.3 and Different Values of g

Let us study the dependence of company value V on leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.3 and different values of g.

The results of Table 6 are shown in Figure 7.

Table 5. Dependence of company value V on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.2 and different values of g = 0.0; 0.1; 0.15; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4.

L t k0 kd CF
V

g = 0.1 g = 0.15 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1000 2000 500 250 200 166.6667

1 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1111.111 2222.222 555.5556 277.7778 222.2222 185.1852

2 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1153.846 2307.692 576.9231 288.4615 230.7692 192.3077

3 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1176.471 2352.941 588.2353 294.1176 235.2941 196.0784

4 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1190.476 2380.952 595.2381 297.619 238.0952 198.4127

5 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1200 2400 600 300 240 200

6 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1206.897 2413.793 603.4483 301.7241 241.3793 201.1494

7 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1212.121 2424.242 606.0606 303.0303 242.4242 202.0202

8 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1216.216 2432.432 608.1081 304.0541 243.2432 202.7027

9 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1219.512 2439.024 609.7561 304.878 243.9024 203.252

10 0.2 0.2 0.16 100 1222.222 2444.444 611.1111 305.5556 244.4444 203.7037
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Table 6. Dependence of company value V on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.3 and g = 0.25.

L t k0 kd CF
V

g = 0.1 g = 0.15 g = 0.25 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 500 666.6667 2000 333.3333 200 166.6667 142.8571

1 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 555.5556 740.7407 2222.222 370.3704 222.2222 185.1852 158.7302

2 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 576.9231 769.2308 2307.692 384.6154 230.7692 192.3077 164.8352

3 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 588.2353 784.3137 2352.941 392.1569 235.2941 196.0784 168.0672

4 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 595.2381 793.6508 2380.952 396.8254 238.0952 198.4127 170.068

5 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 600 800 2400 400 240 200 171.4286

6 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 603.4483 804.5977 2413.793 402.2989 241.3793 201.1494 172.4138

7 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 606.0606 808.0808 2424.242 404.0404 242.4242 202.0202 173.1602

8 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 608.1081 810.8108 2432.432 405.4054 243.2432 202.7027 173.7452

9 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 609.7561 813.0081 2439.024 406.5041 243.9024 203.252 174.216

10 0.2 0.3 0.16 100 611.1111 814.8148 2444.444 407.4074 244.4444 203.7037 174.6032

From Figure 7 it is seen, that at k0 = 0.3 and g = 0; 0.1; 0.15; −0.2; −0.3; −0.4 the
company value V at fixed growth rate g increases with leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory). The company value V as well increases with
growth rate g.

From Figures 6 and 7 it is seen, that at two values of k0 (0.2; 0.3) and g = 0; 0.1; 0.15;
−0.2; −0.3; −0.4 the company value V at fixed growth rate g increases with leverage level
L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory). The company value V as well
increases with growth rate g.
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We should note that in case of growing rate g equals to equity cost (at L = 0) k0, the
company value V becomes infinite. This is the limitation of the perpetuity Modigliani–
Miller theory. As one can see in our future publications where we will consider the
generalization of BFO theory for the case of variable profit such kind of restriction is absent
for companies of finite ages.

4.7. Dependence of Equity Cost ke on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory
(GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.2 and Different Values of g (0; ±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4)

The economically justified value of dividends is equal to equity cost. Thus, knowing
the dependence of equity cost of company on leverage level L, on growth rate g is very im-
portant, because it could impact the dividend policy of the company and help to company
management to develop reasonable dividend policy.

Below we study the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.2 and different values of g (0; ±0.2;
±0.3; ±0.4).

The results of Table 7 are shown in Figure 8.
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Table 7. Dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.2 and different values of g (0; ±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4).

L T k0 kd
ke

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

1 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.312 0.292 0.272 0.232 0.192 0.172 0.152

2 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.424 0.384 0.344 0.264 0.184 0.144 0.104

3 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.536 0.476 0.416 0.296 0.176 0.116 0.056

4 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.648 0.568 0.488 0.328 0.168 0.088 0.008

5 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.76 0.66 0.560 0.360 0.16 0.060 −0.040

6 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.872 0.752 0.632 0.392 0.152 0.032 −0.088

7 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.984 0.844 0.704 0.424 0.144 0.004 −0.136

8 0.2 0.2 0.16 1.096 0.936 0.776 0.456 0.136 −0.024 −0.184

9 0.2 0.2 0.16 1.208 1.028 0.848 0.488 0.128 −0.052 −0.232

10 0.2 0.2 0.16 1.320 1.120 0.920 0.520 0.120 −0.080 −0.280
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k0 = 0.2; kd = 0.16 and g = 0; ±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4.

We have investigated the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in the
Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.2 and g = 0; ±0.2; ±0.3;
±0.4. From Figure 8 it is seen that the equity cost, ke, which linearly grows with leverage
level L increases with g: the tilt angle ke(L) grows with g. It is interesting, that at k0 = 0.2;
kd = 0.16 and at g* = −0.16 in accordance with formula g∗ = − (k0−kd)·(1−T)

T the equity cost
ke turns out to be equal to k0 and does not change with leverage level L.
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This should change the dividend policy of the company, because the economically
justified value of dividends is equal to equity cost.

4.8. Dependence of Equity Cost ke on Leverage Level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller Theory
(GMM Theory) at k0 = 0.3 and Different Values of g

Presented below is the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in the Gen-
eralized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.3 and different values of g (0;
±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4).

The results of Table 8 are shown in Figure 9.

Table 8. Dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at
k0 = 0.3 and different g (0; ±0.2; ±0.3; ±0.4).

L T k0 kd
ke

g = 0.4 g = 0.3 g = 0.2 g = 0 g = −0.2 g = −0.3 g = −0.4

0 0.2 0.3 0.16 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

1 0.2 0.3 0.16 0.444 0.424 0.404 0.364 0.324 0.304 0.284

2 0.2 0.3 0.16 0.588 0.548 0.508 0.428 0.348 0.308 0.268

3 0.2 0.3 0.16 0.732 0.672 0.612 0.492 0.372 0.312 0.252

4 0.2 0.3 0.16 0.876 0.796 0.716 0.556 0.396 0.316 0.236

5 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.020 0.920 0.820 0.620 0.420 0.32 0.220

6 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.164 1.044 0.924 0.684 0.444 0.324 0.204

7 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.308 1.168 1.028 0.748 0.468 0.328 0.188

8 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.452 1.292 1.132 0.812 0.492 0.332 0.172

9 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.596 1.416 1.236 0.876 0.516 0.336 0.156

10 0.2 0.3 0.16 1.740 1.540 1.340 0.940 0.540 0.340 0.140
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We have investigated the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in the
Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at k0 = 0.3 and g = 0; ±0.2; ±0.3;
±0.4. From Figure 9 it is seen that the equity cost, ke, which linearly grows with leverage
level increases with g: the tilt angle ke(L) grows with g. It is interesting, that at k0 = 0.3;
kd = 0.22 and at g* = −0.32 in accordance with Formula (43) the equity cost ke turns out to
be equal to k0 and does not change with leverage level L.

Here, we have investigated the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in
Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at two values of k0 (0.2 and 0.3) and
different values of g. The equity cost, ke, which linearly grows with leverage level increases
with g: the tilt angle ke(L) grows with g. This should change the dividend policy of the
company, because the economically justified value of dividends is equal to equity cost.

It is interesting, that at k0 = 0.2; kd = 0.16 and at g* = −0.16 and at k0 = 0.3; kd = 0.22
and at g* = −0.32 in accordance with Formula (43) the equity cost ke turns out to be equal
to k0 and does not change with leverage level L.

The qualitatively new effect in corporate finance has been discovered: at rate
g < g* the slope of the curve ke(L) turns out to be negative. This effect, which is ab-
sent in classical Modigliani–Miller theory, could significantly alter the principles of the
company’s dividend policy.

The last effect is similar to the qualitatively new effect in corporate finance, which
has been discovered by Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova within the BFO theory [4]: abnormal
dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level at tax on profit rate T, which exceed some
rate value T*: this discovery also significantly alters the principles of the company’s
dividend policy.

5. Conclusions

The main purpose of the current study is to generalize the Modigliani–Miller theory
by taking into account one of the most important conditions of companies real functioning:
variable profit. We use analytical and numerical methods: we derive all main formulas of
the Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory theoretically and then use them to obtain all the
main financial indicators of company and their dependences on different parameters by
MS Excel. The generalized Modigliani–Miller theory significantly extends its application
in practice, especially in business valuation, in ratings and in other areas of economy and
finance. We consider the case of growing profit as well as decreasing of profit and show,
that all the statements by Modigliani and Miller change significantly.

Within the new Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory), we study the
dependence of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, the cost of equity, ke, the
discount rate i and the capitalization of the company, V, on leverage level L at different
values of growth rate g and obtained the following results:

1. Discount rate for leverage company changes from the weighted average cost of capital,
WACC, to WACC–g (where g is growing rate), for a financially independent company
from k0 to k0–g. This means that WACC and k0 are no longer the discount rates as it
takes place in case of classical Modigliani–Miller theory with constant profit.

2. All curves WACC(L) for different g start from one point, k0. They decrease with L
at g < k0 and increase at g > k0. It turns out that WACC grows with g, while real
discount rates WACC–g and k0–g decrease with g. This leads to increase of company
capitalization with g: V = CF/WACC–g.

3. We have investigated the dependence of equity cost ke on leverage level L in the
Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory (GMM theory) at two values of k0 (0.2 and 0.3)
and different values of g. The equity cost, ke, which linearly grows with leverage level
L increases with g: the tilt angle ke(L) grows with g. This should change the dividend
policy of the company, because the economically justified value of dividends is equal
to equity cost.
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It is interesting, that at k0 = 0.2; kd = 0.16 and at g* = −0.16 and at k0 = 0.3; kd = 0.22
and at g* = −0.32 in accordance with Formula (43) the equity cost ke turns out to be equal
to k0 and does not change with leverage level L.

A new qualitative finding related to corporate finance has been discovered in this
study: at rate g < g* the slope of the curve ke(L) turns out to be negative. This effect, which
is absent in the classical Modigliani–Miller theory, could significantly alter the principles
of the company’s dividend policy. Rating methodology should take into account the
company’s dividend policy [5], thus such results obtained could change the credit rating of
an issuer.

The last effect found in this study is similar to the qualitatively new effect in corporate
finance, discussed above, which has been discovered by Brusov–Filatova–Orekhova within
BFO theory: abnormal dependence of equity cost on leverage level when corporate taxes
rate T exceeds some rate value T*; this discovery also significantly alters the principles of
the company’s dividend policy.

Thus, within the new Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory, a lot of significant impli-
cations are obtained, allowing us to develop new approach to financial policy and financial
strategy of the company.

Note that the limitations of the Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory are similar to the
limitations of the classical Modigliani–Miller theory and are connected with the numerous
assumptions of classical Modigliani–Miller theory [1–3]. Therefore, the direction of future
research is clear: we will consider the generalization of BFO theory, which describes the
companies of arbitrary age, for the case of variable profit. The limitations of the Generalized
Modigliani–Miller theory will be absent in the generalized BFO theory, which is valid for
companies of an arbitrary age.

The Generalized Modigliani–Miller theory could and should be used in corporate
finance and corporate management, in investments, business valuation, taxation, ratings,
etc., for more correct assessments and more qualified management decisions.

Authors planning further development of the Modigliani–Miller theory should ac-
count for practical conditions of business and its application in all mentioned above areas.
In particular, more frequent payments of tax of profit will be considered, combination of
this case with advance payments of tax of profit, modification of BFO theory (which is
valid for the companies of arbitrary ages) for the case of variable profit.
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